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ive never used a mac before so ive only gotten to scratch the surface. ive just been able to get
things to work with keyboard shortcuts and some software workarounds. maybe like most things

new, it will be a learning experience and i know theres plenty of things in the way of learning, but i
know i will be an expert in this really fast. ive even learned how to install windows applications on

my osx. one of the main reasons i like mac, its installation process, seems so complicated, but after
watching a youtube video, ive managed to get everything configured, almost as i got my win box

back up. ive already had to use my mac to repair a win machine, lol. since i run both mac and pc, i
can switch out formats between them at will. i have 3lasers on the back of my head, one laser on
each eye; one red and one green. mac has a flashing green laser to help with the headaches i get
when i try to focus on one thing for too long. as i am not part of the elite club that uses mac, i use

the desktop version of photoshop. if i ever have to use the mac version, i will just boot up my pc and
use the windows version of photoshop or i will install the software on my mac. i do not use a

keychain, the pin works great for the time being. i do use the rainbow bracelets to open my security
doors when on assignment so i need a safe way to store this during my travels. when i attend a

client, i have an rfid card that works with this laptop. i keep my keyboard in an el-cheapo case that i
bought for the keyboard. i tried the cameras but due to noise issues, it didn’t work well for me. with

any luck, one day the future will be laser technology. i really like the idea of replacing keys with laser
technology.
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the best reason why to buy is because you could sell them in the future and not worry about paying
a subscription each month, you would simply use them until the user have enough features and can

make his own upgrades, when you release a new version. i have some questions concerning a
manual install of photoshop: which version should i choose? can i make the image window close

when the cover window is opened? can i use both the darktable and qt (or gimp) applications at the
same time? if i've found "useful features" in qt (like the curve tool), should i uninstall my qt version
first? sorry for asking so many questions. i'm just starting to learn cs6 and i find it difficult to grasp.

it's very daunting to understand what all these different tools do when i don't know how they fit
together. thanks! i don't trust commercial cloud since i lost my computer. i have a wireless router

that uses dd-wrt which i control the firmware's port, zone and mac address. i'm able to access it from
a different house. i'll have to look into it more, but for now i'll have to continue using my older

version of adobe, which, unfortunately, i was forced to update from adobe's website. the only version
available is cs6. i don't wish to update as it could render some of my images unusable. but i also

don't trust cs6 since i lost access to my old files and ran into difficulty with getting into my previous
version. this is even more important since i only now have access to my files since i access my

images using lightroom on my mac laptop and a cloud instance. 5ec8ef588b
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